EMERGENCY RESPONSE TRAILERS

GIVE YOUR FORCE THE ULTIMATE ADVANTAGE
You name it. We build it!

With Featherlite® aluminum trailers, you receive optimum reliability and functionality, allowing your force or organization to respond quickly!
Under DEMANDING circumstances . . .

Your force or organization demands a mobile unit that gives you the edge in serving your community when an emergency strikes.

Featherlite is devoted to the art of custom trailer manufacturing. With a Featherlite trailer with custom interiors, you will have the power to arrive on scene at a moment’s notice and remain until your work is finished.

As many firefighters, police officers and other emergency response officials are learning, Featherlite offers durable, reliable units that PERFORM.

No two Featherlite units are alike. Completely customized to your specific and unique requirements, they come equipped with Featherlite’s advanced features.

Build one trailer to fit multiple needs or custom build several trailers, each specializing in a specific function.

No matter what kind of specialized response unit you need, your Featherlite trailer can advance your force’s preparedness and improve their response in an emergency.

Featherlites are available in lengths from 8’ to 53’ in bumper pull, gooseneck and semi-trailer towing configurations. Featherlite also builds truck bodies and other specialty vehicles.
Communications/control centers are customizable inside command centers

Mobile offices permit officials to work on site at a disaster

SPECIALLY EQUIPPED TO SERVE ANY MOBILE NEED

- Command & Communications
- Medical Dispatch
- Surveillance
- Air Traffic Control
- Office Space

Medical trailers are customized to each hospital, clinic or company’s need

Exam room in a medical clinic trailer that serves patients off-site
Slideouts expand your work or office space.

Observation decks offer additional space for assessing an emergency.

- Education & Training
- Media Room
- Hazardous Materials
- Disaster Response
- Fire Response

- Jails
- Fingerprinting/Evidence Storage
- Research/Disease Testing
- Equipment Storage
- Food & Supply

- Showers/Restrooms
- And many more

Custom options

Restrooms of all kinds available

Bunk beds and other sleeping options available

Mobile incarceration unit
Disaster response or van bodies allow organizations to respond quickly and deploy volunteers in times of disasters.

Conference tables allow officials to plan and be briefed during emergencies.

Kitchens allow officials to remain on the scene of a disaster for many days, serving staff, workers and community members.

Functional work spaces offer smooth operation during emergencies.

Featherlite offers best features & benefits:

- All-aluminum welded construction is lighter and more durable – rely on it for years.
- Completely customizable to the individual requirements of each force.

Disaster response or van bodies allow organizations to respond quickly and deploy volunteers in times of disasters.
Mobile hazardous materials units allow the storage of all necessary equipment so your team can respond quickly.

Unique storage options available

Command center for sheriff’s department used on site during response situations.

- Unique electric rack and pinion expandable slideout drive (with patented manual backup) provides reliability and additional space.
- Available semi roof rails for a stronger structure and better appearance.
- Units can be equipped with the latest technology, including wireless satellite uplink.
- Units can be self-contained with restrooms, showers and sleeping quarters, allowing your force to remain on the scene of a disaster for many days.
- Put Featherlite’s 40 plus years of experience to work for you! All trailers and components are built by Featherlite under one roof for ultimate control over product quality.
- Nationwide service and warranty.
- Complete parts distribution center.

Mobile hazardous

Large storage capacity accommodates all the necessary equipment on site

Self-containing trailers can include showers
Emergency response trailers with living or hospitality space let officials remain on site for days and weeks if necessary.

Call 800.800.1230 today for more information on Featherlite Emergency Response Trailers

specialtysales@fthr.com

www.featherlitespecialty.com